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Abstract: In cooperative multi-hop protocol, the sending and transmitting nodes are connected with adjacent nodes for 

the purpose of communication. In this protocol, a cooperative protocol has a link with cluster based network and each 

node in cluster is act as a cluster header. The transmitter cluster will provide a cooperative multi-hop protocol for 

establishing the cluster based wireless network and we can save the energy of nodes up to 80% at the time of 
transmission. This energy will save by designing grid topology, as the same time randomly placing the cluster nodes in 

cooperative network and to save 40% of energy. This type of reduction in error rates and energy saving is used to 

increase the energy efficient of the clustered wireless network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Incooperative wireless sensor networks, nodes have 

limited energy resources. One recent technology that 

allows energy saving is cooperative transmission. In 

wireless transmission, several nodes are receive, interpret, 

and retransmit packets of data simultaneously. In this 

cluster based protocol of cooperative network, all nodes on 

the lane from the starting node to the ending node comes 

under a cluster head, by doing the job of recruiting other 

neighborhood nodes and clustering their transmissions 

nodes. Consequently,the traditionalpath from starting node 
to ending node is changed with a multi path cooperative 

network, and the point to point connection changed by 

many to many path cooperative network. 

 
 

 
The cooperative path that can be explained as width, 

where the width of the cooperative node is explained by 
the index number which are provided to each and every 

hop.Each and every node from this network will sends 

nodes are called Sending cluster head and another side of  

nodes which are called Receiving cluster head. The nodes 

in each cluster cooperate in transmission of packets, which  

 

 
 

propagate along the path from one cluster to the next. All 

nodes of receiving cluster must receive the packets from 

the sending cluster.The packets from the sending nodes are 

synchronized well, and the energy level of the received 

signal at a getting node is the sum of all the indication 

powers coming from all the sending nodes. 

 

 
 

Then cluster based protocol of cooperativenetwork 

consists of two phases. One is therouting phase, where the 

starting path between the source and the sink nodes is 

exposedby ancausalone node-thick path. The other phase 

goes under a process of thickening process in 

therecruiting-and transmitting phase. In this phase, the 

every nodes of the initial path becomes the header of the 
cluster, which is used to recruit the additional adjacent 

nodes from their neighborhood. The cluster head is used to 

recruit the neighboring nodes, the distance between the 

nodes in same cluster is less than the inter-clusters in the 

cooperative network. 

 

Recruiting phase is dynamically done and packets are 

traverse to the other packet through the recruiting path. 

The receiving cluster receives a packet by cluster head, 

where the starting path between the source and the sink 

nodes is exposed by an causalone node-thick path.Where 
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the recruiting phase is completed then the packets from 

sender cluster to receiving cluster has been established. 

 
For the period of the routing phase, the path discover the 

one node thick path, it provides the information about the 

energy required for transmission to neighboring nodes is 

computed. This information is provided for establishing 

the clustering in the “recruiting-and transmitting” phase 

with low energy consumption by selecting nodes. Medium 

access control is executed in the “recruiting-and 

transmitting” phase byexchanging of short control packets 

between the nodes on the “one-node-thick” path and their 

neighbor nodes. 

 
The receiving nodes receives all packets by the 

cooperative transmission is the main advantage.The packet 

loss and bit error are probably reduced by this model. On 

the other hand, the sending nodes may use some 

transmitting power for the same probability of bit error, 

thus reducing the energy consumption. By this paper we 

can save energy and it will achieved by cooperative 

network. Cooperative network can be used to increase the 

reliability of packets at delivery, it gives several level of 

cooperation among theclustering nodes. Finally, we 

studying the energy efficient of cluster based cooperative 

network. 
 

In summary, this paper can telling about the new protocol 

to make possible cooperative transmission that minimizes 

the energy consumption and increases the transmission 

reliability in comparison to the other three schemes. The 

operation of our protocol is fully distributed in all its 

phases. We derive analytical models to evaluate the 

performance of our protocol in terms of the end-to-end 

robustness to data loss,the energy consumption, and the 

capacity.We use the analytical models to compare the 

performance of our protocol against the other three 
schemes. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The problem of energy-efficient routingin wireless 

networks that support cooperative transmission, two 

cluster based algorithms are used to find out route in 

cooperative wireless network. The two algorithms are 

used, one is the cooperative routing design where each hop 

consisting several number of sending nodes to one 

receiving node. Another algorithm is the CAN protocol 
which is used for performance comparison throughout this 

paper. This paper is fully focus on MAC layer for 

designing network of cooperative network.When no 

acknowledgement is received from the destination after 

timeout, the cooperative nodes, which correctly received 

the data, retransmit it. Only one cooperative node 

retransmits at any time, and the other cooperative nodes 

flush their copy once they hear the retransmission. 

 

Hence, this work focuses on reducing the transmission 

errors, without benefiting from the energy savings of 

simultaneous transmissions.  Low-rate nodes are 
transmitted through the high-rate nodes. The work 

explains how the cluster nodes are exposed. Similarly 

cooperation can be done only one at a time, and 

simultaneous transmissions are not used, therefore the 
energy consumption are not considered. Likewise, only 

one node cooperates in forwarding the data. 

 

The IEEE 802.11 protocol is used to support multiple base 

nodes.In this work, the model contains the hop with only 

one helper node in addition to the sender and receiver.The 

existing model contains only one node can transmit their 

packets at a time but this model explains that the 

cooperative model utilizes multiple nodes for sending 

data. 

 

III. OUR COOPERATIVE PROTOCOL 

 

The one node thick is find out by the routing phase 

algorithm which is used to sending from source node to 

destination node, this can be done by using one of the 

existing routing protocols.By the need of evaluation of 

performance, we chose to implement the routing phase of 

the Ad hoc On-demand Distance-Vector routing protocol 

(AODV), we can save energy by the cooperative network. 

 

The main aim of the paper is the recruiting and 

retransmitting phase which is done dynamically per hop, 
which is starting from the source node to the sink node, 

progressed as hop by hop, and finally receive the sink 

node by the clustered basis protocol.The packet is received 

at the receiving cluster at the last hop through the path, 

and each and every receiving node becomes the sending 

node by forming the cluster basis, and new cluster will 

form a new receiving cluster.After that every cluster node 

becomes the clustering head and to find the shortest path 

for sending nodes from sending cluster to receiving 

cluster.The clustering head should recruiting the neighbor 

nodes for exchanging short packets.After that the sending 
cluster head should synchronize all its nodes for sending 

nodes from source node to sink node.  

 

A. Performance of the “Recruit-and-Transmit” 

Phase 

 

From the example in Fig. 3(a)–(f) performing the 

operation of the “recruiting-and-transmitting” phase. In the 

current hop, node 2 is the sending cluster head and has a 

packet to be sent to node 5. Node 2 sends a request-to-

recruit (RR) packet to node 5 [Fig. 3(a)], causing node 5 to 
start the formation of the receiving cluster, with node 5 as 

the cluster head. From the routing phase, node 5 knows 

that the next-hop node is node 8. Node 5 broadcasts to its 

neighbors a recruit (REC) packet [Fig. 3(b)]. The REC 

packet contains: the id of the previous node (2), the id of 

the next node (8), and the maximum timeto respond, 

denoted as T . Each node that receives the RECpacket, 

which we call potential recruits(nodes 4 and 6 in our 

example), computes the sum of the link costs of the 

following two links: a link from the sending cluster head 

to itself (the receiving link) and a link from itself to the 

next node, such as the receiving cluster head or the sink 
node (the sending link). In our example, node 4 computes 
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the sums of the energy costs of the links (2,4) and (4,8), 

i.e. C2,4 + C 4,8, while node 6 computes the sum of the 

energy costs of the links (2,6) and (6,8),.i.e. C2,6+ C 6,8. 
 

 

 
 

Fig3.example of the recruiting phase 

 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of cooperative 

transmission, where nodes in a sending cluster are 
synchronized to communicate a packet to nodes in a 

receiving cluster. In our communication model, the power 

of the received signal at each node of the receiving cluster 

is a sum of the powers of the transmitted independent 

signals of the nodes in the sending cluster. The increased 

power of the received signal, vis-à-vis the traditional 

single-node-to-single-node communication, leads to 

overall saving in network energy and to end-to end 

robustness to data loss. 

 

We proposed an energy-efficient cooperative protocol, and 
from this we can analyze the protocol robustness of the 

data packet loss.When the nodes are placed on a grid and 

as compared to the disjoint-paths scheme, we showed that 

our cooperative protocol reduces the probability of failure 

to deliver a packet to destination by a factor of up to 100, 

depending on the values of considered parameters. 

Similarly, compared to the CAN protocol and to the one-

path scheme, this reduction amounts to a factor of up to 10 

000. Our study also analyzed the capacity upper bound of 

our protocol, showing improvement over the 

corresponding values of the other three protocols. 

 
 The total energy consumption was analytically computed, 

illustrating substantial energy savings. For an example, 

when a nodes are located on a grid topology, the energy 

savings of our cooperative protocol over the CAN protocol 

is up to 80%. 
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